
Prices in this document are examples and may vary based on 
insurance coverage and/or benefits usage. 

Make smart medication choices with 
MedSavvy
Ever scratched your head after seeing a pharmaceutical ad or getting a prescription 
from your doctor? Your employees have, too.  

That’s why MedSavvy is here. We go beyond the generic vs. brand-name debate 
with proactive analytics of pharmacy data, grades for medication effectiveness, cost 
information and more.

How it works

MedSavvy is an easy-to-use, mobile optimized website that empowers you to make 
informed decisions about your medications. With MedSavvy, employees can:

*Only available in certain areas.

Get savvy
MedSavvy is a service included with your medical plan and is easily accessible through regence.com. To 
learn more, contact your broker or Regence account executive.
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FULLY INSURED GROUPS

 › See a report-card-style grade for 
medications — Our pharmacists carefully 
review scientific research before assigning a 
letter grade for effectiveness. 

 › Search by treatment or condition —  
Information is available on more than 1000 
treatments and 80 health conditions  …  and 
counting

 › View costs — Health plan benefits are 
integrated to provide up-to-date cost 
information.  

 › Comparison shop — Search results display 
medication names, grades, cost and more. 

 › Build a virtual medicine cabinet— With 
Medicine Cabinet, they can store all their 
medication information in one place. 

 ›  Review their medicine cabinet— Request a 
Medicine Cabinet Check and a pharmacist 
will review for common drug interactions, 
safety concerns, and treatment options.

 › Get expert advice — A confidential message 
to one of our pharmacists is just a few clicks 
away.*

 › Shop nearby pharmacies— See where to buy 
a medication, filtered by price and distance

 › Hear from others — Post firsthand 
medication ratings. SavvyTalk™ provides an 
instant community.

 › Stay updated —  Our pharmacists proactively 
analyze claims data and alert them if there 
has been a change in the safety, cost, or 
effectiveness of a medication.

*Only available in certain areas.


